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Hitachi Energy Power Grids Grid Integration
Cyber Security

Mission
Hitachi Energy’s Cyber Security Care portfolio
includes solutions that are designed to secure
our customers' control systems. Our services
can identify strengths and weaknesses,
remediate security gaps, and maintain
security.
Why Hitachi Energy Power Grids?
– Reduce system vulnerability while
increasing system security, availability, and
reliability
– Solutions to cost-effectively meet
corporate/regulatory requirements
– Maintain system data integrity and
operational availability
– Our experts collaborate with our customers
and trusted partners
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—
Grid Integration
Service Portfolio

Corporate Cyber
Security

All service solutions contained in the Grid Integration portfolio are developed
and delivered with safety and cyber security as a core element of our design,
making cyber security an inherent advantage of our offering.

Rapid response
We guarantee fast and flexible response to maximize system
uptime, with a high focus on ensuring that cyber security
procedures are followed during all interactions.
Operational excellence
We address the vital role of cyber security when working together
with customers to minimize risks and ensure that assets are
delivering strategic business results.
Performance improvement
We optimize productivity and reliability through careful and
creative analysis, planning, and execution of cyber security
programs and processes.
Lifecycle management
We employ powerful tools, knowledge, and experience in cyber
security to optimize your system uptime.
© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.

Functional
updates

Physical

Cyber
Security
Services

Cyber Security – our ambition

As asset-intensive industries
digitalize, they become more
vulnerable to disruption. Moving into
the digital era with confidence
requires automated, resilient and
adaptive cybersecurity solutions from
a partner with strong industry-specific
expertise. Solutions should be
designed to meet the most rigorous
international standards and updatable
to guard against new and imminent
threats.
A cyber security service agreement
supports our Users availability,
reliability, and resilience.

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.
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—
Cyber Security Regulations
An area of constant development
With the increasing threat of cyber security, regulations and standards are being created to
ensure the protection of utilities and the correct responses to cyber threats.
Since HVDC and FACTS sites are important components in the power grid, they are subject to
increasingly strict cyber security regulations, e.g. NERC CIP and the NIS Directive.

United States and Canada

European Union

Other regions

NERC-CIP

NIS Directive – National Legislations

Upcoming directives and national legislations

NERC CIP standards address the security of cyber
assets necessary for dependable operation of the
electric grid. NERC CIP compliance essentially
protects bulk power systems against cyber security
breaches.

The NIS Directive is the first piece of EU-wide legislation
on cyber security, aiming to raise Europe's preparedness
to ward off cyber incidents. Member states must
identify essential services and transpose the directive
into national laws.

National legislations and directives are being created
to overcome the challenges faced by the players in the
field of critical infrastructure. We are seeing
continuous development in regulations and standards.

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.

Cyber Security
The Landscape

Why is Cyber Security important?
– Maintain power transmission and electrical grid
stability
– Complex control systems with predictable
performance
– Merge of IT and OT
– Companies have increasingly more
dependencies on digital technologies
– Exponential growth in need of cyber resource
with a shortage of professionals

Numerous adversaries who want to
exploit weaknesses and access information

–
–
–
–
–

Nation states
Financially motivated hijackers
Activists
Disgruntled employees
Unintentional employees
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Attack vectors and intrusion approaches are constantly evolving
– Ukraine

– Wanna Cry

– Target

– Print spooler

– Colonial Pipeline

….more everyday

– Insperion

Cyber Security
The Landscape

Knowledge is power
– Company information is the differentiator for success
– Protection of this data is of utmost importance
– Data includes Intellectual, operational, and consumer
data
– Complex standards exist
– Multiple approach's, vendors, technologies can create
confusion on how to address
Defense-in-depth strategy

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.

– Not all your eggs in one basket
– Multiple layers of defense (end point, network, physical,
virtual)
– Be organized
– Know your assets (inventory, configuration management)
– Define processes for the day to day but also for the ‘what if’
– Keep documentation current
– Be proactive
– Update AV and scan
– Stay current with security patching
– Review logs and processes to ensure anomalies are reviewed
and processes are appropriate
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Minimum Cyber Security Requirements
Hardened control
system

Core to all we do
Electronic Security
Perimeter and Secure
Protocols
Each product and service must adhere to a strict set of requirements that
Hitachi imposes. On top of normal peer reviews, prior to approval products
must undergo cyber security testing such as vulnerability scanning, pentesting, account reviews, code signing where appropriate, and open-source
library reviews.

Backup and
Recovery

Cyber
Security
building
blocks

Account
Management

Security Event
Monitoring /
management

HVDC and FACTS solutions must meet these rigorous criteria. Not only do the
main developed generations of control code meet these criteria but also each
unique project is reviewed and supplied to meet this standard.
To help meet this requirement, projects employ a de-facto strategy for
mitigation of such threat scenarios called Defense-In-Depth, meaning there are
multiple techniques applied in layers to prevent, delay, and detect cyber
security threats.

Role-based access and
system access control

Cyber
Security Handover

CYBER SECURITY BUILDING BLOCKS

Role-based access and system access control
Hardened control
system

Preventing unauthorized access
Electronic Security
Perimeter and Secure
Protocols
HE has designed the system with different access levels. Different
options are available depending on the role of the current user.
Password complexity and annual change requirements according to
current standards and recommendations.
Account
Management

Role-based access and
system access control

Backup and
Recovery

Cyber
Security
building
blocks

Security Event
Monitoring /
management

Cyber
Security Handover

CYBER SECURITY BUILDING BLOCKS

Account Management
Enabling more efficient
user handling

Hardened control
system
Electronic Security
Perimeter and Secure
Protocols

In our standard offering, each device contains its own user
database and password complexity settings.

Backup and
Recovery

Cyber
Security
building
blocks

The HE control system is however capable of utilizing Active
Directory and can be included at the request of the customer.

Security Event
Monitoring /
management

Account Management

Role-based access and
system access control

Cyber
Security Handover

CYBER SECURITY BUILDING BLOCKS

Electronic Security Perimeter and Secure Protocols
Hardened control
system

Castle approach

Backup and
Recovery

Electronic Security
Perimeter and Secure
Protocols
From a cyber security perspective, the Electronic Security
Perimeter is a critical element. Customer can choose to provide
and manage their own firewalls or assist Hitachi Energy in the
design and configuration of the standard selection.
.

Cyber
Security
building
blocks

Account
Management

Security Event
Monitoring /
management

The standards (NERC-CIP, NIS-directive, BDEW, ISO-27000, IEC
62443) fundamentally require message integrity,
authentication, and encryption. HE control systems can use
different secure versions of common protocols.
Role-based access and
system access control

Cyber
Security Handover

CYBER SECURITY BUILDING BLOCKS

Hardened control system
Reducing the attack surface
to a bare minimum

Hardened control
system
Electronic Security
Perimeter and Secure
Protocols

HE advocates the use of software hardening (reducing the
attack surface), over using Anti-Malware protection or
Whitelisting.

Backup and
Recovery

Cyber
Security
building
blocks

Account
Management

Security Event
Monitoring /
management

Every device on the HE control LAN is configured according to
the principle of least privilege, only the required logical ports
and services are enabled. This is enforced with the help of the
Windows Firewall on Windows based components.
Role-based access and
system access control

Cyber
Security Handover

CYBER SECURITY BUILDING BLOCKS

Backup and Recovery
Ensuring systems
can be restored

Hardened control
system
Electronic Security
Perimeter and Secure
Protocols

A known, effective and tested backup and restoration process
is vital to ensure that the control system can be quickly
restored.

Backup and
Recovery

Cyber
Security
building
blocks

Account
Management

Role-based access and
system access control

Security Event
Monitoring /
management

Cyber
Security Handover

CYBER SECURITY BUILDING BLOCKS

Security Event Monitoring / management
Enabling traceability
in the system

Hardened control
system
Electronic Security
Perimeter and Secure
Protocols

In our control system, system logs (syslog) are stored for
analysis if something unwanted happens. A Syslog server is
delivered as standard and every syslog capable device is
configured to forward a predefined set of events to this server.

Backup and
Recovery

Cyber
Security
building
blocks

Account
Management

Security Event
Monitoring /
management

Role-based access and
system access control

Cyber
Security Handover

CYBER SECURITY BUILDING BLOCKS

Cyber Security Handover
Ensuring all components
are up-to-date

Hardened control
system
Electronic Security
Perimeter and Secure
Protocols

At customer handover, HE will make sure that all components
in the system with updateable software or firmware will be
updated with the latest and validated security updates from
our sub-suppliers.

Backup and
Recovery

Cyber
Security
building
blocks

Account
Management

Role-based access and
system access control

Security Event
Monitoring /
management

Cyber
Security Handover
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Our journey
• Began supplying ad-hoc cyber services to support customers needs in 2015
• Roughly 4 contracts

• Leveraged our knowledge as OEM and knowledge of developing market requirements to build a standard cyber offering with
accompanying back-end tools to meet customer needs imposed on them by market (based on US market’s NERC-CIP)
• Established first contracts with this standardized service offer in 2016
• Roughly 4 contracts in the US market

• Services have grown Globally to its current level of 32 contracts with more anticipated this year
• Removes the customer’s burden of labor-intensive repetitive activities
• Leverages our integral knowledge of the control system

• SUMS service ISO 27001 certification in 2021

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.
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Cyber Security References

HVDC/FACTS Cyber Security Service Agreements
Europe
North and South America

21

6

Asia and Oceania

3

Africa and Mid East

2
© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.
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Cyber Security agreements
Values and benefits

Reasons to choose Hitachi Energy:
– Peace of mind with support for your critical infrastructure
Ability to focus on your core business and unburden resources
– Cyber Security is at our core
Our products and services must adhere to HE Minimum Cyber
Security Requirements
– Standardized Cyber Security Service agreements tailored
to your site
Service agreements are tailored to fit our customers unique
needs
– Understanding of Customer needs
Well versed in the scrutiny, constraints, and concerns of our
customers
– Deep knowledge of your system
With 1000’s of systems delivered across the world HAPG
possesses deep technological understanding
© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.
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Security Services

1

Enabling life-long safety
for your systems

With the increasing importance of cyber security solutions,
regulations and standards are being created to ensure the
protection of utilities and the correct responses to cyber
threats.

2

Security Update
Management Service (SUMS)
Keeping the station up-to-date with the
most recent available patches and
security measures.

Annual Security Refresh
Annually review and refresh
of cyber security related
configurations and settings.

3

Cyber Vulnerability
Assessment

5

System Hardening

Identify gaps in standard
compliance and
weaknesses in the
system.

Hitachi Energy
to protect
and comply

4

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.

System Restoration
Exercise
Simulate restoration
procedures in a
crisis situation.

6

Identifying and mitigating
attack vectors

Fingerprinting
Confirming system
integrity

23

1. Security Update Management Service (SUMS)

The Security Update Management Service (SUMS) is Hitachi’s response to the continually increasing
threats targeting the operating systems, firmware, and software used in PGGI stations.
SUMS-service is certified by ISO 27001 - INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT!

Security Update Management Service – keeping the stations up-to-date (GOLD shown)
Customer
Configuration
Collection
HE visits the site in order to
collect information from all
Cyber Security Assets and to
get state images from all
computers.

Customer
Configuration
Report

Patch
Tracking
and Validation

Monthly
Security Patches
Report

On-site
Security
Update

A report is generated including
a list of all identified assets,
installed software and
configurations, open ports,
installed patches, and registry
keys.

Internal process done by HAPG
in which new patches are
identified and validated in a
representative test system
intended to closely mirror the
customer production
environment.

Customer receives a monthly
report containing identified
and tested patches with HAPG
recommendations.

Once a year, HAPG visits the
site and installs all validated
and recommended patches, as
well as performs a security
refresh.

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.
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1. Security Update Management Service (SUMS)
Service Levels
The Security Update Management Service is divided in
three different service levels.

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Establish ABB as the single security update source

●

●

●

Monthly listing of identified potential security updates

●

●

●

Validation of identified patches against a representative test system

●

●

Identified patches are tested for adverse reliability impacts

●

●

Identified patches are tested for adverse security control impacts

●

●

Monthly Security Patches Report of tested and recommended patches

●

●

Security Update Management Service Features

Gold

Silver

Bronze

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.

Installation of approved patches

●

Annual security refresh

●

25

2. Annual Security Refresh

A security refresh includes a visit onsite to
verify the pre-existing customer cyber
asset inventory and perform tasks required
by Cyber Security Standards.

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.
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3. Cyber Vulnerability Assessment
Identify gaps and vulnerabilities
The Cyber Vulnerability Assessment produces an
actionable report of possible vulnerabilities in a
station, identifying and addressing compliance gaps
with cyber security standards.
The assessment covers missing security patches,
misconfigurations, network architecture review,
and an analysis of cyber security controls.

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.
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4. System Restoration Exercise
Simulate a control system restoration
-Disaster RecoveryBeing able to restore the system when an
emergency occurs is fundamental to
maximizing station uptime.

The System Restoration Exercise includes:
- Review of the customer’s recovery plans for
the control system
- Custom designed test case for a recovery plan
exercise
- Recovery exercise in cooperation with
customer
- Documentation review together with the
customer
HE then develops a lessons-learned report,
listing recommended and corrective actions.

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.
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5. System Hardening

This service is more appropriate for older EoL OS
that are now getting more attention from a cyber
perspective and is intended to be a one-time
occurrence.
A site visit initiates this service. The cyber
specialist will run several scans on the system to
gather current configuration data. HE will then
analyze this information and create a report which
identifies suggested actions. Once the customer
reviews and approves the activities HE will return
to site to implement them.

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.
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6. Fingerprinting

This service helps customers with integrity
checking their existing systems. With the
utilization of the oldest available back-ups, HE
will gather information of the system from that
point in time in a lab setting. HE will then
perform a site visit to gather the information
from the current system by running several
scans. This information is then compared to the
point in time data and a report is provided with
findings.

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.
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Cyber Security solutions

Customer challenges and environment
Customers must navigate various challenges to conducting business
in today’s cyber advanced world
• Technology continues to move a blistering pace
• Solutions are more complicated
• Security is more important and difficult
• Multitude of attack vectors
• New and changing standards
• Cyber Security is a leading consideration for new projects and
O&M
Choosing the right partner with the correct solutions can bolster
defenses across the entire implementation but also align with
regulations helping to reduce the labor effort needed

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.

Cyber Security solutions
Why Hitachi

As the OEM for the HVDC and FACTS stations, Hitachi is well
positioned to support its customer base for their cyber security needs.
• Deep knowledge of the systems
• Solutions follow stringent Minimum Cyber Security Requirements
• Employs a Defense-in-Depth strategy
• Understanding of the standards imposed on customers
• Services are delivered by cyber professionals
• Years of real-world experience delivering Cyber Services
• Recognize, appreciate, and conduct business in a cyber secure
manner

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.

Cyber Security

In collaboration with our customers and partners

Critical infrastructure
Critical infrastructure requires
utility-grade cyber security solutions.
Cyber Security is not a one-time activity,
but an integrated part of lifecycle
management. Hitachi Energy is therefore
committed to support with the everevolving cyber security standards.
Collaboration
Cyber Security is handled in collaboration
with our customers and partners, and we
all work together to ensure the safety and
security of our customers´ assets.

Hitachi-Energy provides
excellent reporting and patching
services for our series capacitor
devices at various sites. They
are responsive to our needs in
helping us comply with NERC
CIP Standards and understand
the complexities of handling OT
systems on the BES. Their
services align with spirit of the
NERC CIP Standards, which
promotes SDG&E’s core value of
“I Am Compliance.”
Tena McMillin
SDG&E

Team Lead | Substation & Transmission Compliance

© Hitachi Energy 2021. All rights reserved.
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Cyber Service
Contacts

Tony Lengel

Viviana Diaz

Erik Jansson

Global Product Manager Cyber Services
and Technology

Digital and Cyber Security sales
specialist

Global Service Product Manager
HVDC

HVDC/FACTS

FACTS

PGGI

PGGI

PGGI

tony.lengel@hitachi-powergrids.com

Viviana.diaz@hitachienergy.com
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erik.jansson@hitachi-powergrids.com
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